Personal Invitation

for Your Inspiration

Get the Therapy!
Hello,
My name is Oliver Rhodes and I am an inspirational speaker, author and Playologist. A
Playologist is prolific professional with a passion for putting people and professional
practitioners on a path of pure potentiality through the power of play. This is my pitch and
Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD) Street Therapy is my niche.
I am looking for team players with aspiring minds to participate in a research study based on
the theory of re-creativity. This study is on the recreation application of CHD Street Therapy
– a God inspired, scientific methodology, fully operational with implications for universal
application – an application designed for advancing the evolution of human potential.
CHD Street Therapy is the most fun, exciting and challenging endeavor ever, and when you
play it out in a round about series of play performances, you will enjoy an everyday measure
of un-adult-erated pleasure® – an endeavor that you may never ever want to sever.
This power to flower can be harnessed within an hour by taking and responding to an
incredible performance measure titled: The Performance Appraisal Indicator (PAI) – Your
Blueprint for Personal, Professional and Spiritual Empowerment® “PLAY” Book. Your
objective in this research study is to “get the therapy!”
Upon your participation and application of the PAI, you will be empowered to get the therapy
and experience the clarity in spiritual health, healing and prosperity. You will find that once
you achieve clarity, your life, business, health and happiness will gain added value to the tune
of unlimited wealth, perfect health and the re-creation of your spiritual self.

“Get the Therapy and Start your PLAY Today!”
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About Oliver Rhodes and the Door to Explore More…
My purpose in life is inspiring passion in a spiritual fashion for all who seek to perform at
their peak – a God-inspired phenomenon that comes to me in multiple epiphanies throughout
the day. Every day I teach and educate people on the dynamics of building a healthy
corporation from the inside out all through the power of play, and we rock!
For more than 25 years I have worked as Director of Recreation Therapy in many venues. I
have taught thousands of corporate employees, healthcare professionals, executives, and
private individuals how to achieve clarity in spiritual health, healing, and prosperity. I would
like to do the same for you, your family, your special group, or your organization. Play is a
great way to add fun and happiness to your day and a miraculous way to keep disease at bay.
Through inspirational speaking and motivational training that’s dynamic and entertaining,
I teach people how to play “CHD Street Therapy” – an incredible methodology for
empowering anyone or any organization to achieve his, her, or its vision with precision. Do
you have a vision?
Empirical studies reveal that not everyone who attempts to acquire a Ph.D. actually completes
a Ph.D. However, everyone possesses within himself or herself the ability to acquire a CHD
that ultimately serves as the key to our invincibility – authenticity. This proposition suggests
that acquiring a CHD makes it possible for all of us to align our minds with our spiritual
design while establishing unity within a global community.
For more information on how you or your organization can develop a “Passionate Life of
Adventure and Youthfulness” ™ (PLAY), plus make it possible for you and all members of
your organization to achieve a level of spiritual health that goes far beyond the absence of an
illness, just respond to this invitation and begin your inspiration!
Playfully yours,

Oliver Rhodes, M.S., C.H.D., USN Retired
Certified Playologist, Speaker, Author
Leadership Dynamics Specialist
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